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CHAPTER 9

Violence, Repression and Terror in Mass

Dictatorships: A View from the European

Margins

António Costø Pinto ønd' Filipø Røirnønd'o

We møst re¡nember thøt the lrcø,in Pttlþlsa of the triøl ønd. execøtion is not to swø

the soøl ofthe øccøsed. bøt to øchieve the publicgood. ønd putfeør into otlters.

Spanish Inquisitor, 1578
(quoted in Kamen 1998,P. L74).

Repression remains the core feature of dictatorships, and fear, terror, violeuce,

intimidation and surveillance are at the core of the systems of political dornination

and maintenance ofmodern dictatorships. Nevertheless, ifrepression is a structural

dimension of mass dictatorships, "political" and\or "state terror," while always

potentially pfesent) is not when we define the latter as the arbitrary extermination

äf indiuidr"lr by organs of political authority or groups (Dallin ì.970, p. 1).

Repression and-integration are two inseparable instruments of domination

in mass dictatorships. In fact, as it has been often noted, some basic conflicts

shape politics in dictatorships. The first is between those who rule and those

whà are ruled. All dictators face threats from the masses and the political prob-

lem of maintaining balance against the majority who are excluded from power

is central: dictators rarely control enough resources to preclude such challenges

on their own and thereiore typically rule with a number of allies. Even so, both

at the elite and mass level "violence is an ever-present and the ultimate arbiter

of conflicts in authoritarian politics," shaping the conduct of politics in dicta-

torships (Svolik 2012).It is important to stress that repression and violence

levels by ideological, institutional and internationâl factors are obviously not
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constant over time and we can clearly detect different phases associated with
the origin, consolidation and role of ideology and political institutions in these
regimes. Technological innovation and institutional efficiency in repressive
and police systems are other elements of explanation for levels of repression in
mass dictatorships, as are changes in the international arena and international
norms-such as human rights-that exert influence at certain junctures.

Another important aspect to consider is the variety of modern dictator-
ships (Kim et al. 2013). In assessing coercive authoritarian behaviour, mosr
studies do not differentiate berween types of clictatorship and their impact
on different levels (and types) ofrepression. Repression is therefore taken for
granted. Divergent hypotheses of what type of dictatorship is most repressive
and the different types of simultaneous repressive activities are not considered
(Davenport 2007). For example, according to one thesis repressive behaviours
emerge rvhen autocratic leaders are isolated and have involved a smaller num-
ber of actors in the political process (more personalisr systems). By contrast,
in dictatorships 'rvith a sizeable network of political insrirurions, the likelihood
of coercive behaviour is less for the simple reason that those in power are able
to use alternative mechanisms of domination and control to influence the
masses, by "channelling" them through established political institutions (Linz
2000). This might explain both the exrension and type of repression, since
a highly bureaucratic orientation ancl capacity for inclusion might produce
greater consensus than in other dictatorships while also targeting and repress-
ing opponents more violently (Franz and Kendall-Taylor z0l4). Anorher argu-
ment is that within those political systems in which agents of repression (i.e.
the military) wield power directl¡ there is a grearer likelihood rhat repressive
behaviour-especially violence-will be appliecl out of habit. In this case the
usual suspects-the political police and "political court" sysrems-are simply
replaced by clandestine srate terror. Italian Fascism and the Argentinian mili-
tary dictatorship were two examples of this (Ebner 201l; pereira 2005).

some students of authoritarianism base their typologies of dictatorship on
this repression*loyalty binomial. For Ronald winrrobe, the fact dictatorships
use these two instruments to remain in power sllggests a regime classification
of tin-pots (low repression and loyalty), tyrants (high repression, low loyalty),
totalitarians (high levels of both) and tir¡ocrats (low repression, high loyalty).
Totalitarian regimes thus combine high levels of repression with a capacity to
generate loyalty, while tyrannical regimes remain in power through repression
alone, and loyalty to rhem is low (lVintrobe 1998).

Repression in dictatorships comes in a number of forms within two major
types: repression ofcivil liberties and repression ofphysical integrity. since the
political (and sometimes physical) survival of autocrats is the decisive element
in the integration-repression binomial, extreme violence and quasi-permanenr
"state terrorism" might undermine the dictatorship's stability and is therefore
used only in very limited occasions (Escribà-Folch 2015).

Below we will examine the dy'amics of the second element of repres-
sion and repressive institutions described above in two Iberian dictatorships.

VIOLENCE, REPRESSION AND TERROIT IN MASS DICTATORSHIPS: A VIEW... 107

Institutionalized during the "era of fascism": António de Oliveira Salazar's

New State in Portugal (1933-1974) and Fra.cisco Franco's regime in Spain

(Lg3g-L977) both survived the Second World War and a substantial part of the

òold War. With different origins-a failed military coup followed by a civil war

in the latter case and a successful military coup in the former-both dictator-

ships converged in the I950s as forms of highly institutionalized authoritari-

,nir-, expressing similar values and having similar political institutions' The

longevity of these dictatorships, crossing two different international systems

ur-rd fr.ittg new internal and external challenges, enables us to use these two

emblematic examples as a way of addressing some interPretations of the rela-

tionship between repression and dictatorships.

RspREssIoN AND TERRoR: Two FncEs oF THE Seup
Auruorur¿.RIAN SPECIES I

While enjoying some sirnilar characteristics in terms of political institutions

and cultural background, Francoism and the New State of Salazar differed in

their origins. Both were constructed on the foundation of the military institu-

tion; both created single parties, social institutions ancl other political boclies

parrially inspired by the example of European fascism; and in the Catholic

bhurch both had a powerful ally and legitimizing agent. However, the fact

General Franco's 1936 coup d,'étøt failed, leading to a civil war, dramatically

altered both its origins and the level and type ofrepression ofthe first phase of
Francoism (I9 39 -19 46).

The institutionalization of Francoism in the areas controlled by General

Franco's "nationalists" and from 1939 across the whole of Spain was marked

by extreme and systematic violence against "republicans," a category that
included all those of whatever ideology who fought the civil war on the los-

ing side, and who were subsequently consiclered to be "anti-Spain." As the

political institutions were being established, Francoist repression acquired

lerroristic characteristics that were both highly radicalized and ideological.

This process of tire political, physical and-in an exceptional case for a right-
wing dictatorship-economic annihilation of the republican elite and their
supporters was one of Francoism's founding elements; one executed in a pro-
grèssively systematic and organized way to become the legitimating principle
of the new political order (Jerez and Luque 2014).

The raclicalization caused by civil war and its impact on the repressive nature

of nascent dictatorship are well-known phenomena; however, in the Spanish

case this radicalization had three core dimensions: it politicized the armed

forces in a quite dramatic ideological way; it radicalized the Catholic Church,

which engaged in an anti-republican crusade; and it gave a small fascist party,

the Falange cle las JONS, a more important role within the Francoist conserva-

tive coalition than could have been foreseen given its relative weakness at the

outbreak of the civil war,
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__ 
The Francoist repression of 1939-194s sought the physical elimination of

all those who could represent any type of resistance to those who had defeated
the Second spanish Republic. In the balance between co-optarion and repres-
sion, the regime's exclusive use of the latter was of such a violent nature that
several historians have described it as "planned extermination" (Espinosa
2002), "genocide" or even a "holocaust,, (preston Z0l2).

The armed forces were the agents ofrepression and terror during Francoism's
early years. It was they who ran the security forces, executed and drove forward
the surnmary executions, courts-martial, imprisonments and who organized
the concentration camps (osuna 2014). some authors estimate that between
193ó and 1944 around Ì90,000 were eirher executed or died in prison. of
these, 130,000 were judicial execurions and perhaps berween 40,000 and
50,000 were executed without a trial. More recent research suggests the num-
bers executed were in the tens of thousands, with the most conservative esti-
mates claiming an average of ten people execured every day between 1939
and 1945 (Richards 1999,p.30). Torture accounred for the large numbers of
suicides in prison, to which the authorities often reacted by executing one of
the dead prisoner's relatives.

Death was just one expression of institutionalized terror. Mass imprison-
ments and economic discrimination and expropriation were also adopted as
instruments of a global policy of repression. In 1939 around 300,000 republi-
cans were being held prisoner in more than forty concentration camps. These
camps were designed and operated as an "fuendt-style purgatory" concentra-
tion system, but with ((greater 

emphasis on repression and identity change',
(Rodrigo 2005, p. 20). While the concepr only appeared during the 1970s
with the clandestine terrorism models of the Latin American military dicta-
torships, a great number of people disappeared as well, estimated ar between
20,000 and 30,000 (Casanova 2004).

Francoism also introduced two new laws; the Law of Political Responsibilities
in 1939, and the Law for the Repression of Masonry and Communism in
1940. v/hile remaining under military jurisdiction, the courrs established by
these laws were made up of judicial officials and activists aligned to the single
party, FET y de las IONS (FET-IONS). The former was parricularly radical for
a right-wing dictatorship because it could (and did) expropriare the property
of much of the republican elite (Dueñas 2006). The right ro properry lost all
meaning for those who occupied political positions associated with the repub-
licans. Between 1939 and 1942 rhis court heard 38,055 cases, while in this
year 1BB,ó7r were awaiting trial. As expected, by the mid-1940s the coercive
apparatus began to show signs of being oversrrerched (Osuna 2014, p. I33).

In parallel with this the regime creared its political institutions; however, the
unity of the armed forces and their dependence on the Caudillo were crucial for
the consolidation and stability of rhe new authoritarian order (casanova 2015).
As stanley Payne noted, in 1939 the spanish dictator "was the European ruler
who, both formally and theoretically retained the most absolute and uncon-
trolled power" (Payne 2000, p. 487). some ofFranco's personal characteristics,
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and his relationship with the institutions that constituted the base of his vic-

tory, were to influence the new political system's nature. Franco was a reac-

tionary military man who believed in order, anti-Communism and raditional
Catholicism and who was obsessed with the "liberal-Masonic conspiracy."

His relationship with FET-JONS was also more utilitarian than ideological-he
was not the original party leader and neither was the Falange to be a determin-

ing factor in his seizure of power-sensitive as he was to both the armed forces

anã the Catholic Church (the other powerful institutions involved in founding

the new regime). Nevertheless, FET-JONS managed to create â party apparatus

and ancillary organization, and the party contlolled a considerable collection of
a¡cillary organizations such as the Youth Front, the Spanish University Union,

the Women's Section, the Syndical Organization and the Spanish equivalent of
Italy's National Recreational Club (OND-Opera Nazionale Dopolavoro), the

Education and Recreation Syndical Organization. More importantl5 the party

retained responsibility for propaganda within the regime,

The dynamics of the institutionaliza:tion of the Franco dictatorshiP contrast

sharply with the beginnings of Salazarism. Portugal experienced a right-wing

clictatorship that lasted fron 1926, the year in which a military cowp d.'étøt

overrhrew the First Republic, until 25 April1974, when the dictatorship was

overthrown by another military coup. The first years of the dictatorship were

of crises, revolts and military conspiracies and movements led by republican

military officers calling for the restoration of liberal order; however, at the gov-

ernmental level a more cohesive group of conservative generals consolidated

around General Óscar Carmona, who was elected president in a fake plebiscite

in 1928, In the wake of a major financial crisis, António de Oliveira Salazar

was named finance minister, subsequendy gaining a wide range of powers over

the other ministries. Salazar was a conservative Catholic politician and univer-

sity professor who remained Portugal's dictator until he was incapacitated in
l9ó8. One of the first political institutions created by the new regime was the

single party, the National Union, which was legally established in 1930 as an

"anti-party party" that united all the civilian forces that supported the new

regime. in 1933 a new constitution declared Portugal a "unitary and corporat-

ist republic," in which the liberal and corporatist principles of representation

were balanced. The former, however, were eliminated through subsequent leg-

islation, while the latter were limited to the point of insignificance'
The Salazarist institutions created by the 1933 constitution formally main-

tained fundamental freedoms; however, they were successively eliminated by

decree. The constitution retained a directly elected head of state and a parlia-

ment to which deputies were elected from a single list prepared by the National

Union, and introduced a corporatist chamber. The result was a dictatorship
headed by a prime minister and a national assembly dominated by the National

Union through non-competitive elections, To avoid any loss ofpower, even to a
parliament dominated by the government party, the executive was made almost

completely autonomous. Censorship eliminated any suggestion of political con-

flict and censors devoted their attention to the opposition and, in particular, to
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the fascist minority led by Rolão Preto-a group that had initiall¡' challenged
the new regirne. The political police were reorganìzed and used rvith remarkable
rationale. All this rvas clone from above, and with little fascistic demagoguery. It
was a process that depended more on generals and colonels than on lieutenants,
and more on the Interior Ministry than on "rhe mob." By lgT4,liberalism haá
been eliminatecl and the old republican institntions replaced.

The New State inherited and strengthened the military dictatorship's repres-
sive apparatus. while censorship u'as established in 1926 and controlled by
the propaganda services, successive decrees increased the independence ofthe
political police until it answered only to salazar. Apart from repressing the clan-
destine opposition, controlling access to public administration was of central
importance. Mechanisms were developed to improve control over the judicial
branch. Political crimes, for example, were placed under the jurisdiction of spe-
cial rnilitary courts with specially nominated judges. The political police wère
also given broad powers to determine prison sentences.

The first military courrs, the special Military courrs, were creared by the
military dictatorship to try republican armed rebellions on a somewhat ad hoc
base. These courts, which were set up to try pro-democratic rebel officers,
were transformed into the "aurhoritarian judiciary" that until 1945 tried all
"political crimes." The use of military courts to punish political crimes is a
characteristic of many civilian dictatorships; however, in the case of salazar's
New State it was just one facet of the military presence within the authoritar-
ian political system, The press censor) the leadership of the political police and
the New state's militia, the Portuguese lægion, were all led by members of the
armed forces.

According to the 1933 constitution, poiitical crimes were excepted from the
prohibition of imprisonment without trial (Article B). It also allowed ,,seclr-

rity measures"-¡þs extension of prison sentences by administrative decision.
with the consolidation of the dictatorship, political repression came under
the auspices of the political police, the vgilance and stare Defence police
(PVDE), r.vhich was formed in 1933 by the merger of police forces inherited
from the military dictatorship. with a strong military presence from the outset,
the PVDE received technical assistance from the Italian Fascist regime and
established a network of informants (Ivani 2008). Despite two name changes,
Salazar's political police force maintained a constant presence ancl was not
abolished until the resrorarion of democracy in r974. while formally under the
control of the interior ministry, its inclependence increased and it dominated
the investigation and presentation of cases to the political courts. The pvDE
became the spine of the system of repression, and,was responsible for arresting,
torturing and, occasionally murdering the regime,s opponents.

In addítion to imprisonmenr, the dictatorship also gave itself the legal tools
to purge the civil service, allowing it to remove all civil servants who expressed
opposition to the government "either in the course of their duties or in their
private life." There were several such purges, particularly in the aftermath of
legal and clandestine demonstrations. From 1931, those seeking employment
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in the civil service had to make a declaration involving "the active repudiation

of communism and of all subversive ideals."

The special jails for political prisoners were naintainecl under the controi

of the põlitical police, There were three such prisons in continental Portugal

and onè, in which conditions were particuiarly hard, on the Cape Vercle islancl

of Santiago, which is where the regime rnainly sent anarcho-syndicalists, trade

unionists and communists during the 1930s.

Following the consolidation of the dictatofship in the second half of the

1930s, some characteristics of political repression remained constant through-

out the cluration of the New State regime: political repression affected both

oro-clemocratic activist and organized clandestine groups' in particular the

þortuguese Comlnunist Party. There is a strong correlation between the waves

of anti-dictatorship political activism and subsequent repression.

From the late 1920s to the late 1930s, and especially with the consolida-

tion of the New State, the uncertain and disconnected repression of political

opponents became lnore systematic and unifiecl in terms of repressive agents'

*iih th. centrality of the poliucal police and of the special branch of the judi-

ciary: the military courts (Rosas 2009). According to the report published

Uy ihe semi-official commission creared in the 1970s, from 1932 to 1945,

l'3,663 individuals were detained or irnprisonecl for political reasons (Pinto and

Raimundo 20L6).

INreRNartoNAL CHANcE, REPIIESSIoN AND Portuc¡l-
AoaprluoN

The Spanish position of "non-belligerence" during the Second World War is

or-re important reason why Franco's regime survived after 1945. Yet the sur-

vival of a non-democratic regime in a democratizing Western Europe meant

the regime had to rethink its identity. In this context) it helped that Franco was

facecl with an international environment that, while unfavourable to autocratic

regimes, was increasingly anti-communist. The start of the Cold War, the deci-

siãn of the USA to cooperate with anti-communist dictatorships and the pros-

pect of UN membership all made it clear that the Spanish regime had definitely

survived the post-war period but still needed to engâge in important regime

change, particularly regarding its repressive apparatus.

Yet tliese changes were not introduced at once) and they certainly did not

mean the complete abandonment of heavily repressive methods, at least until

the l9ó0s.
There were two important and somewhat interrelated changes introduced in

the Spanish repressive system after the defeat of the Axis. First, the goal of purg-

ing the nation of the "anti-Spain" element was replaced by the idea of elirninating

tlre anti-Francoist (Ruiz 2005, p, 226). "The strategy was based on disunguishing

between two kinds of enemies: the perverse, defeated republican leaders; and the

good, ordinary Spaniards who had been led astray by foreign ideologies and per-

verse politicians" (Sanchéz 2010, p. 43). Second, after years in which repression had
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been conducted almost exclusively 
¡hrough military courrs and special jurisdicrions,

in which ordinary criminal_law and justicJplayecl but a residual role, Franco initiated
l qfoc_ess of progressive subordination of the military (osuna 2}r4),leading to thejudicialization of repression.

In this new context, Franco supressed the para-military militias and ordered
the recluction of courts-maritar, imprisonments and executions. The judicial-
ization of repression also meant thai members of the ordinary spanish judicial
sysreln would now take part in special coufts to repress political dissidence,
"such as the Political Accoutability Law, the ,General bause,, the Special
!ou1t for the Repression of Fre.*"ró.rry and communism, rhe úagrancy Law,the Provincial Tax collection Agencies, and the Labour Láw" (Aguil ar 2013,p' 7)' In addition, members 

_ofthe 
judicial system also collaboraieã e*te¡siu.ly

with the political police, the poriticar sociar Brigade. Because of the purges rhat
had been conducred in the r93Os-through .,nit i.r, ó% of the luãg., and. r2o/oof the prosecutors were removed-Francã was enable to ,.*r. the judicial
system's loyalty.

Legislation was also adapted after 1944. A new penal code, more renient
$an previous regulations, was approved in 1944, and in lgis the Law ofPolitical Responsibili!1w.as reptacìa by the Liquiáation commission, resuk-
ing in the dismissal of the thousãnds of cases thaiwere ,ail p.nJing (Martínez-
Lôpez and Gómez-Olivera 2014).

Yet despite a change.in means' targets and extension of repression, they didnot represent the complete abandonment of tried and testedïethods. on the
one hand, repression became less onerous for the common citizen. According
to-available data, "death sentences enforced by ordinaryjudges for non-political
offences corresponds to. the L747-TS period u.ra 

"*ã,rits ro 41,, (Aguilar
2013, p. 8). And if "by the end of l940ih.r. -.r. 240,gr6poriticar prisoners
in spain, 7,762 of them on death rorv, awaiting executíon,' icarorra-s"r,ch.,2010' p' 31), by 1952 

,they were already 30,õ00 and in ròsq, rh. number
of political prisoners had gone down ro i5,000, and these were the so-cated
"people of ideas" (cazorla-sanchez 20\0, p. 3s). Also, the 

',un'b., of leftist
prisoners fell, executions were generaily limited io .ri-e, of blood and mon-
archisr acrivisrs were ffeared ar i ki'd oisemi-legar opposition io" . r9g7).on the other hand, certain opposition sectors remained under severe scru-
tiny., namely republicans, communists ancr freemasons who were still subjectto hear'y repression. In addition, the immecriate post-war y.u., ,.r. 

"tromarked by the activity of anti-Francoist guerrilla movements and a consid-
erable number of these guerrilla fighters 

*were 
targeted by the regime untilthroughout the 1950s. This has .u* b..n defined"as u p.'rioJ orl.terror,, in

rural 
.spain, mainly because extreme violence was exerteá both by the regime

and the resistance. 'on the one hand, the guerrillas proclaimed that they wer.
recuing "rhe people" from rhe dictatorship, thus lusiiflring tt. .";rà.r of local
Francoisrs and the extortion of rich, and nït so rich, p."rãrrtr. on the authori-
ties' side, the victims of the guerrillas were martyrs and those killed or torturedin counter-insurgency operations, whether guilty or 

"or, 
_... ,i_pty Ar_irr.a

as criminals or accomplices., (Cazorla_Sánchez iOf O, p. aO¡ 
E-r
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The same thing can be seen in the legislation. I¡ 1947,all repressive legisla-

dorr was replacecl by the Law for the Repression of Banditry and Terroristn,

",hi.tr, 
whiie removing some crimes from military jurisdiction) was aimed at

the guerrilla resistance, therefore legalizing arbitrary detentions,.the applica-

iion"of the "ley de fugas" and even summary executious. Years later, decree

law issued in l9ó0 retained the death penalty. A¡rd the Special Tribunal for

the Repression of Freemasonry and Communism was also retained, remaining

unrefoilned for many years. Courts-martial continued to pass death sentences

until f975. Available figures suggest as many as thirteen courts-martial death

,.n,.n..r were handed down between 1958 and 1975 (Aguilar 2013), ancl

political prisoners were still used to perform fi¡rced labour up until 1970, when

ih. l"r, penal detachment was disbanded (Ruiz 2005).
The continuation of extra-judicial methods resulted in reactions from the

international community. In 1962, the International Commission of Jurists

produced a report that strongly criticized the persistence of military authority

in Spain. Consequently, courts-martial and the Special Court for the Repression

of ôommunism and Freemasonry were replaced by a new special court. The

Court of Public Order was established in l9ó3 and was made up of civil judges

who were to try cases of political subversion and political crime' All political

¿nd union-related crimes the military or special courts had dealt with previ-

ously now fell under the jurisdiction of the Court of Public Order and its police

arm, the Political Social Brigade. These were the main repressive instruments

during the last years of the Franco regime. Between I9ó3 and 1977, almost

9,000*people passed through this court, which in comparative tertns was made

ár.. th"n its predecessors, especially because it often resultecl in acquittals.

Very ferv cases of political subversion and crime were tried in the military coLrrts

be¡veen 1964 and 1968. Finally, in ì.969, Franco approvecl the much-awaited

Law for the Prescription of Crimes Committed before I April 1939, thirty
years after the end of the Civil War.

From 1945 political repression was also increasingly judicialized in Portugal'

The regime's òpponents were rarely murdered, but the political poiice were

able to prolongimprisonment with almost no restrictions. Following the vic-

tory of the AIãs anct the end of the Second World War, demonstrations caliing

for the liberalization of the regime and the closing of Tarrafal were organized

in Portugal. Although no substantial changes took place at that time, it is true

that from 1945 to 1954 Salazat did grant an amnesty to some of the prisoners in

Tarrafal and decicled to close the concentration camp and order the return ancl

imprisonment of the last prisoners in mainland Portugal. Tarrafal finally closed

on 26 January 1954-only to be reopened in 1962 with the outbreak of the

colonial r.vars, when itwas used to hold captured members of the African lib-

eration movements. It is estimated that frorn 193ó to 1954 the camp received

around 340 prisoners, of whom thirty-two did not survive (Rosas 2009),

The New State experienced some institutional alterations with the end of
the Second World War, and periods of "limited pluralism" within the regime

were permitted during election campaigns, during which time opponents of the

dictaàrship were allowed to operate legally and media censorship was relaxed.
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The political amnesries that had been granted since the 1930s were now made
more extensive. Both rarrafal and the prison at peniche were removed from the
gonuo] of the political police and the special courts were abolished and replaced
by civil political courts-rhe Plenary courts-which were made up entiiely of
magistrates. These courts remained in exisrence untll lg74.In l94t the regime
established the exceptional application of habeas corpus; however, the political
police's authority was strengthened as its monopoly over the trials and .iecurity
measures" continued to allow them to prolong imprisonment indefinitely.

There are still no complete figures for the number of political prisoners held
by the regime from its formarion to its fall. The commission on the Black Book
on Fascism, which was established after democratization of portugal, in 1977
to collect information on the use of repression by the regime and the number
of victims, estimated the number of prisoners to be in excess of 301000.

Although this topic will not be developed here, it should nevertheless be
noted that the scale of the political police's operations in the colonies grew
very quickly between 19ól and r974, as the colonial wars of rhe dictatorshìp in
Angola, Guinea-Bissau and Mozambique broke out and developed. Ironically,
in the 19ó0s some military involved in coup attempts tried by military courts
escaped the heavier sentences they would have received in the ,,political courts.,'

salazar was replaced by Marcello caerano in 19ó8. The new leader reformu-
lated some of the regime's institutions and allowed a relaxation of censorship
and political repression during the first year of his premiership and the opposi-
tion leader, Mário soares, and others were aurhorized to rètu.n frorn-åxile.
However, by 1969, after non-free and non-competitive erections, it was clear
salazar's successor had set out on a process of "liberalization without democra-
[ization." Regardless of other institutional changes introduced in the late t960s,
there is a continuity in the succession of conjunctures of an increase of ,,limited
pluralism," namely during "election" periods, followed by waves of repression.

CoNcruorNc REMARKs

Given the variety of types, instruments, procedures and domains, repression
within mass dictatorships in particular, and modern dictatorships in general,
is a complex area for comparative historical research. If on the oÀe hand some
forms of repression are the common patrimony in dictatorships, such as in the
field of civil and political liberties, with the repression of freedoms, censor-
ship and so forth, the level is very varied and diverse. on the other hand, the
political institutions within dictatorships, such as the parties, legislarures, mass
organizations and other institutions of co-optation and control, also have a sig-
nificant effect on the level ofrepression and as on other more or less icteologicãl
aspects. The second component of repression, that relating to repressing the
physical integrity of sectors of society, is even more diverse than thì first. 

-

The dynamics of repression within the Franco and salazar dictatorships
immediately raise questions about the nature and impact of the p.o..s òf
regime change. In the spanish case the radicalization and brutaliw of a civil
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war that emphasized a fundamental ideological cleavage goes a long way to

explaining the consolidation and legitimization of Francoism through terror.

Sorne dimensions of this process did not consolidate, given the outbreak of the

Second World War and the defeat of European fascism, but the institutionaliza-

tion of Franco's dictatorship, from the repressive point ofview, brought it closer

to some aspects of totalitarianism. In the Portuguese case, the standard is much

closer to the vast majority of transitions to authoritarianism in inter-war Europe.

The longevity of both dictatorships, which existed during two different

international systems and while facing new internal and external challenges, is

crucial in explaining internal continuities and changes to repression in Franco's

Spain and Salazar's Portugal. The judicializatîon of repression is another factor

that should not be excluded from the analytical portrait (Pereira 2005)' In the

case of Portugal, the creation of "civilian political courts" with professional'

albeit specially selected judges, is a consequence of the process of adaptation

after the Second World War,

After the end of the global conflict, while always maintaining strong insti-

rurional continuity, the Portuguese New State extended "limited pluralism,"

regularly alternating between short periods of this "limited pluralism"-gener-
ally during election campaigns-followed by periods of repression. Here, as

has been noted before, the Portuguese case is an example of how dictatorships

within the framework of an "economy of terror" are able to achieve ân opti-

mum state: "with a small number of political murders and arrests ,.. it has suc-

ceeded in politically atomizing the underlying population and paralysing the

elite opposition" (Martins 1968, p.329).
This is not the case in Francoist Spain, where the process of transition from

state terror to more preclictable forms of political repression was slow, political

institutions were less open to "limited pluralism," the use of violence was more

widespread, and membership in Western international institutions during the

Cold War was much more limited. In the Spanish case, international pressures

to proceed with the judicialization of repression and ease repression were met

with an ongoing struggle against fhe "anti-Franco" element in which extremely

repressive means were used on many occasions until the regime's end.

The dynamics of repression and political terror of the two Iberian dictator-

ships, their ideological basis and relatively longwe d'urée in comparison chal-

lenges some "classificatory" assumptions between types of dictatorships and

types of repression, introducing new elements of explanation related to the

diversity of processes of regime change, creations of political institutions or

changes in the international arena.
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